
KRV782
7" full-duplex hands-free videophone 
for VX2300 systems

The Kristallo series has an elegant, sophisticated design that gives 
prestige to the device, making it a part of the decor.
The fascia is made of a polished, white or black glass-effect 
polycarbonate.
The high-resolution 7” TFT LCD monitor offers sharp images and 
a wide view, soft-touch buttons allow easy and intuitive function 
management.

7" TFT LCD monitor
For wide viewing and crisp images

Full-duplex hands free
Ensures smooth communication 
between outdoor station and 
videomonitor. 
In case of excessive noise in the 
external environment, the push to 
talk function can be activated to 
allow perfect speech

4 freely configurable buttons
for opening and closing calls, 
camera recall, door open, 
intercommunication call, Bus relay 
activation, privacy and camera 
switching

Adjustments
Call tone volume, speech volume, 
hue and brightness

Programming options
Melody type, numbers of rings and 
privacy time

Flush, surface, or tabletop 
installation

Signaling LED’s
Privacy, Door status



VIDEX ELECTRONICS S.P.A.
Via del Lavoro, 1 - 63846 Monte Giberto (FM) - ITALY
tel +39 0734 631669 - fax +39 0734 632475
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Accessories
KRV7981
Normal wall 
flush mounting 
box

KRV7983
Dry line wall 
flush mounting 
box

KRV7985/W
KRV7985/B
Surface mounting 
kit

KRV7931
Desktop kit

Technical characteristics
Display 7" 800x480 colour LCD TFT
Handset/Hands free Hands free
Buttons No. 6 capacitive touch buttons (plus 2 navigation buttons)
Buttons/Services1 Answer/Camera Recall/PTT, Door Open, Service, Privacy/

Reject, Intercommunication
Privacy Yes, timed
LEDs2 Privacy On, Door status
Memory board opt. Yes, 100 pictures, Videoclip (15s) available with MicroSD3 

(KRV782/VM)
Adjustments Call tone volume, Speech volume, Hue, Brightness
Programmings Privacy duration, Number of rings, Melody type
Inputs Local bell
Other features Intercommunication
Video mode Modulated
Mounting Surface (requires KRV7985)

Flush (requires KRV7981 or KRV7983)
Tabletop (requires KRV7931)

Finishes White (KRV782/W), Black (KRV782/B)
1 Some buttons are used for multiple functions.
2 The operation of some LED’s and the functions described may require additional cabling.
3 When the MicroSD is installed, the videophone stores pictures and videoclips on it. The capacity depends on the 
MicroSD size. Measurements in mm
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7” full-duplex hands-free videophone for VX2300 systems
7” TFT LCD 16/9 Hi-Res full-duplex hands-free audio.
6 buttons: Answer/Camera Recall/PTT, Door Open, Service, Privacy/Reject, 
Intercommunication.
Memory board option (KRV782/VM): 100 pictures, Videoclip (15s) available with MicroSD.
2 LEDs: Door open, Privacy ON.
Local bell input. Intercommunication feature.
Adjustments: Call tone volume, Speech volume, Hue, Brightness.
Programmings: Privacy duration, Melody type, Number of rings
Material in white or black glass-effect polycarbonate.
Flush or surface installation, optional with table stand.

Although every effort has been made to provide accurate information, there may be technical or print errors in this datasheet, Videx reserves the right to make changes, corrections and improvements to such information at any time and without notice.


